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I. Introduction 

Vision sensors and computer vision have become particularly important in traffic applications due 
to their easy installation, maintenance and their ability to provide detailed information about the 
scene[1]. Two major fields of their application are automatic vehicle guidance and traffic monitoring.  

Automatic lane detection (ALD) plays an important role in vision-based lateral control of vehicles. 
Active research in the field resulted a high number of specific video processing approaches and 
techniques. However, the different environmental conditions in which they work safely still needs to 
be widened. Such systems have to meet severe requirements of safety, robustness and real-time 
processing and therefore they require lots of computational resources. 

The automatic understanding of scene content in computer vision is realized by performing an 
abstraction of information together with a reduction of the quantity – in the pixel sense – of the 
information [2]. To perform the preprocessing stage in an automatic vehicle guidance system, FPGA 
devices seem to be suitable for an extreme reduction of pixel data by extracting edges from a video 
on-the-fly. Thus, as a first step, we focused on the development of a simple FPGA-based 
environment in which algorithms to be developed in the future can be easily embedded and tested. In 
the meantime a highly reconfigurable FPGA- and Linux processor-based network camera has been 
selected for future use in our research and development process.  

II. The developed FPGA-based image preprocessing environment 

A. Design of a VGA DAC extension board 
For the preparation of a simple development environment for real-time image preprocessing, a 

Starter Kit Development Board was used with a Spartan-3 200 kgate FPGA chip. Since this board is 
unable to drive a display with a satisfactory quantity of colors and no extension board has been found 
for this purpose, a new extension board has been designed. The new card contains a 24-bit 300 MHz 
RGB DAC and can be interfaced to the FPGA development board and to a VGA-compatible display. 

B. FPGA configuration design 
Currently, the system implemented in Verilog HDL can display a 640x480 24-bit RGB still image 

in a 800x600@72Hz screen. An image can be downloaded and reread in RGB RAW format through 
serial port. The design contains an asynchronous transceiver, which organizes the 3 byte pixel data 
sequentially into 32-bit packets. This data is then paralelly written into the external SRAM by the 
SRAM controller implemented. In display mode, the FPGA generates the synchronization signals for 
the display and redirects the 24-bit pixels extracted from the 32-bit memory data to the DAC. The 
RGB data flows through a PixelProcessor module which is able to perform some basic operations on 
each pixel separately, on-the-fly. Currently, this module is not equipped with a cache memory, but it 
will be in the near future. This is required for executing image filtering operations on an intensity 
map in image space e.g. by using basic noise filtering and differential filtering masks for edge 
emphasis. An appropriate color space transformation and its inverse transformation has to be 
implemented as well, to be able to work on the intensity map without changing the chromaticity.  
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III. FPGA-based automatic lane detection 

A. Automatic lane detection stages 
The preprocessing stage for the extraction of vehicle location information from the acquired video 

consists of the following steps: Bayer-encoded image transformation to intensity-chromaticity space, 
noise filtering on the intensity map in image space, edge enhancement by using a gradient operator, 
Laplacien or compass mask, thresholding the resulted magnitudes and edge aggregation [1]. 

Higher level processing usually uses the powerful model-driven approach by estimating the 
parameters of a deformable road- or lane-template (e.g. Bayesian optimization procedure supposing a 
stochastic line-, spline- or clothoid-based model) [1]. In feature-driven approaches the road or lane 
features are extracted after edge aggregation and are arranged in feature vectors [3]. In the feature 
space, a predefined metric and a motion predictor can be used to detect estimation errors and make 
the system more robust. In stereo vision systems – and potentially this will be our case - the lane 
markings can be reprojected on the ground plane to extract vehicle coordinates. 

B. Introducing a reconfigurable network camera  
For performing the mono processing stages of 

the full detection process, an FPGA-based high 
resolution, high frame rate camera has been 
chosen. This contains a CMOS sensor, a 
Spartan-3 1000 kgate FPGA and a Linux-
optimized processor with Ethernet support. By 
default, an open-source Theora OGG encoder, a 
memory controller, peripherals, a processor bus 
interface and a camera interface are configured 
into the FPGA. The default configuration will 
be modified to integrate specific lane detection 
preprocessing capabilities into the chip. Higher-
level processing tasks will run in the processor.  

C. Usage of the Reconfigurable Camera 
The camera(s) will be installed on a car provided by a cooperating automotive partner company 

for testing. They will be connected to a host laptop in the development phase and therefore specific 
software is required on the host side which receives data from the camera(s) and displays and records 
a rough version of the original video stream together with the identified lanes for evaluation. The 
software will perform the final processing by combining information from the two sources, but later 
this algorithm will be placed into an embedded processor. The lane detection system will provide 
vehicle location information to the servo guidance system.  

IV. Conclusion 

An FPGA-based environment has been designed to test simple image preprocessing 
implementations in hardware. A network-capable reconfigurable camera also based on an FPGA chip 
was analyzed and selected for further development of the dual-camera lane detection system. We are 
at the beginning of a long-term development process and we have just entered a well progressed 
research field. A detailed and systematic analysis of the state of the art is still required in the future. 
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